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Abstract. Formulated in this work are the requirements to the Fresnel rhomb used for
light polarization control of high-power lasers. Technical parameters of the rhomb have
been given. The calibration procedure of the Fresnel rhomb has been described. The 
single rhomb is proposed to be utillized for the change of light ellipticity from zero to 
unity, and block of two rhombi for the turn of polarization plane between zero to 360 
degrees.
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1. Introduction
Operation of optical processors [1], switches [2], logical 
elements [3], autocorrelators [4, 5] and other bistabile 
elements [5, 6] based on the using of two-photon 
absorption. Uniaxial crystals can be utilized as material 
for these devices [6]. If azimuth of polarization 
  m / 2 ( is the angle between the crystal optical 
axis С and the vector Е of electromagnetic wave, m =
0, 1, 2, 3,...), in a crystal two light beams spread in the 
same direction (ordinary with ЕС and extraordinary 
with Е׀׀С waves). At presence of nonlinear absorption, 
the value of intensity in these beams and value of 
difference between phase of ordinary and extraordinary 
waves depend on the nonlinear absorption coefficient. 
So, nonlinear absorption influences on the rotation of the 
polarization plane and/or value of light ellipticity. It 
means that the parameters of above devices depend on 
the intensity and state of light polarization. To predict 
these changes, it is needed to research the features of 
influence of the light polarization state on the value of 
nonlinear absorption. It can be carried out by phase 
(wave) plates and Fresnel rhomb. To choose a specific 
type of device capable to control light polarization, it is 
necessary to know parameters and requirements that 
should be met by this device. These requirements are 
formulated below, and it was established that they are 
best of all satisfied using the Fresnel rhomb. A theory of 
rhomb operation is shortly considered. There also 
considered are technical characteristics of rombi and 
calibration procedure.
2. Comparison of properties of phase (wave) plates 
and Fresnel rhomb 
Polarization devices must provide: 1) rotation of the 
polarization plane by 360; 2) change ellipticity from 0 to 
1; 3) monitoring of the light polarization in a wide spectral 
range; 4) minimum size of nutation; 5) independence of 
device properties from the light intensity. 
Both the achromatic phase plates and the Fresnel 
rhomb provide rotation of the polarization plane by 360
and change of ellipticity from 0 to 1.
Wave plates and Fresnel rhomb are made with 
certain tolerance on parallelism and on the angle at 
rhomb basis. Parallelism tolerance in the zeroorder phase 
plates 0.5'' [7], high order – 1'' [8], achromatic phase 
plates – 10'' [8]. In rhomb parallelism tolerance 2'' [9], 
angle tolerance at rhomb basis – 3' [10]. The 
availability of these tolerances means that wave plates 
and rhomb can be approximated by a rectangular prism 
(Fig. 1) with the angle of refraction . For phase plates, 
the refraction angle equals parallelism tolerance of face, 
for the Fresnel rhomb – to the sum of tolerance for the 
angle at rhomb basis and that for parallelism of 
reflective faces. From this prism, light goes out under an 
angle 



 
21
sin
arc
n
. (1)
The nutation angle is as follows: 
Δ =  − . (2)
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Fig. 1. Illustration to appearance of light beam nutation as a 
result of light intensity I passing through the Fresnel rhomb.  is 
the angle of prism refraction which equals to the sum of 
tolerances on parallelness for operation verges of the rhomb and 
angle at its basis;  − angle of prism refraction;  is the angle of 
nutation. Arrows indicate the way of light beam propagation.
To take account of the above mentioned tolerance 
information, we estimated a typical value of the nutation 
angle at the wavelength  = 632.8 nm. In particular, for 
the zeroorder phase plate Δ = 0.3''; for the high-order 
phase plate Δ = 0.6''; for an achromatic phase plate 
Δ = 5.5''. For the single rhomb made of BK7 glass 
Δ = 1'23''; for the double rhomb Δ = 2'47''. It should be 
noticed that the nutation angle in rhomb mainly depends 
on the tolerance for the angle at rhomb basis. At large 
values of tolerance for this angle, the nutation angle can 
reach the value 30' [9].
Two-photon absorption are researched in a spectral 
interval Eg /2 < h < Eg (Eg is the bandgap value, h is 
the energy of light quanta). For example, for GaN it 
extends from 340 up to 690 nm, and for GaAs – from 
870 up to 1730 nm. Both for the achromatic phase plates 
and simple Fresnel rhomb, the spectral bandwidth,
within the limits of which it is possible to use the unique 
calibration table, approximately equals 300 nm. 
Nevertheless, there developed are the rhombi for which 
in the spectral range of 370 to 1000 nm a single 
calibration table is utilized [11]. 
At light intensities over 1 MW/cm2 (when the laser 
pulse duration is equal to few tens of nanoseconds), it 
needs to be taken into account the different influence of 
two-photon absorption on the intensity of light component 
in phase plates and Fresnel rhomb as well as on the value 
of plane-of-polarization rotation. A decrease in the 
influence of nonlinear absorption in materials of rhomb 
and phase plates is possible due to operation in the 
spectral range where h < Eg /2, or due to decrease in the 
light intensity when dimension of light beam is increased. 
This short analysis indicates that the basic 
properties of phase plates and Fresnel rhomb are similar. 
However, to research polarization properties for two-
photon absorption in a wide spectral interval advantage 
needs to be given to the Fresnel rhomb, originating from 
the following reasonings. The phase retardation strongly 
depends on temperature [12], while the properties of the 
Fresnel rhomb are not sensitive to temperature changes 
[13]. The quarter-wave plate is sensitive to deviation of 
the light beam from the angle of normal incidence [12]. 
The double Fresnel rhomb (an analogue of quarter-wave 
plate) is not sensitive to such deviation [14]. 
3. Fresnel rhomb
The properties of the Fresnel rhomb are based on the 
laws of internal reflection. If the incidence angle θ
(Fig. 2) of the plane-polarized light exceeds the angle of 
internal reflection, in the reflected beam two waves 
spread with the mutually perpendicular orientation of Е
vector (s- and p-components of light beam) in the same 
direction. The difference of phases between these waves 
is possible to be estimated by the formula [15]


2
2
21
2
sin
sincos
2
tg
n
, (3)
where n21 is the refraction index of more dense medium 
relatively to the less dense one. The maximal change of 
phase max depends only on n21
21
2
21max
2
1
2
tg
n
n . (4)
In most of materials, the value of angle phase 
retardation, which equals to /2, will be realized only 
after two internal reflections. As a result, the device for 
light polarization control has the rhombic shape (Fig. 2).
If linearly polarized light falls on the input Fresnel 
rhomb face, then at δ = /2 circularly polarized light 
goes out from it (Fig. 2) and vice versa. Therefore, the 
rhomb operates as a quarter-wave plate. Using it, we can 
change the ellipticity from zero (plane-polarized light) to 
unity (circularly polarized light) (Fig. 2). Two 
consistently placed rhombi (Fig. 2) operate as half-wave 
phase plate. Indeed, the first rhomb converts the plane-
polarized light to elliptically polarized light, and the 
second – elliptically polarized light to plane-polarized 
light. Rotating the double rhomb around the light beam 
axis allows to rotate the polarization plane by 360.
3.1. Material for rhomb 
Rhombi are manufactured from optically perfect 
homogeneous materials of large size with the known 
dispersion of refraction index. Linear and nonlinear 
absorption as well as scattering of light in the area of 
transparency for these materials must be minimum. 
Therefore, the rhombi are mainly produced from fused 
silica (operation range equals 190-2500 nm) [16] and 
glasses of the types BK7 [16] or K8 (operation range 
equals 360 to 2000 nm). For the infra-red region, the 
rhombi are mainly manufactured from zinc selenide 
(ZnSe) for the range 6 to 14 m, lead telluride (CdTe) 
and KRS-5 for the range 6 to 18 m [14]. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration to operation of the double (phase retardation /2) and single (phase retardation /4) Fresnel rhombi and of 
influence of phase retardation (from 0 to 2) on the shape of polarization ellipse as well as its look. 
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3.2. Technical parameters of Fresnel rhombi 
Let us illustrate the rhomb technical parameters being 
based on the K8 glass example. The tabular dependence 
of the K8 glass refraction index versus wavelength is 
known [17], which permits to find the dependence δmax
versus wavelength (Fig. 3) by the formula (4). The 
wavelength, at exceeding of which δmax becomes less 
45, limits the spectral range of rhomb operation like to 
that the quarter-wave plate does from the side of long 
waves. The spectral range of double rhomb operation as 
a half-wave plate from the side of long waves is limited 
by the presence of vibrational absorption bands. The 
edge of fundamental absorption band limits the spectral 
range of rhomb operation from the side of short waves. 
In the wavelength range, where δmax  45, we choose 
the certain wavelength and find n21 for it. Substituting 
n21 and λ in the formula (3), we estimate the angle of 
light incidence onto reflecting boundary of the rhomb. In 
particular, for  = δmax = 45 one has θ = 5350' and
θ = 4946'. Since the angle of incidence must exceed the 
angle of internal reflection, we choose a greater value 
of . Farther, we substitute  = 5350' and n21 [17] in the 
formula (3) and find the phase retardation dependence 
on the wavelength for the double Fresnel rhomb (Fig. 4). 
The spectral region, where the tolerance for  is less than 
±0.5, equals 630 nm. In this spectral interval, it is 
possible to use the unique calibration table.
Majority of lasers has the Gauss distribution of 
their intensity in the cross-section of light beam, i.e.
I = Im exp [−(r/r0)2 ln2], (5)
where r is the distance from the center of light beam, r0
is a radius at the level I = Im /2, Im is the value of 
intensity at r = 0. In spectroscopic researches, we usually 
neglect the light intensity when I ≤ Im /e4. The value 
I = Im /e
4 is realized at the distance from the beam center 
2ln/2 0rre  . It means that, for the low limit of every 
side of square input face of the rhomb, it is possible to 
take the value 2ln/42 0rrl e  . According to Fig. 2, 
the height of this rhomb is h = l sin, and the length of 
basis is L = 2h tg. These relations allow to calculate 
overall dimensions of the Fresnel rhomb made of K8 
glass (Table 1) and determine their dependence on the 
beam cross-section of laser light. Other technical 
parameters of the Fresnel rhomb of K8 glass are 
summarized in Table 2. In the same table, we show 
parameters of the Fresnel rhomb made of BK7 glass.
3.3. Sources of errors in the Fresnel rhombi
At the choice of a specific construction type for the 
rhomb, advantage needs to be given to those for which 
the sum of random and systematic errors when 
measuring the retardation angle is minimum. The value 
of random errors can be minimized by an optimum 
choice of the rhomb construction, his holder and system 
registering the light intensity. Uncertainties in the angle 
of light incidence on the entrance face, temperature 
dependence of the refraction index, dependence of the 
retardation angle on wavelength; presence of reflection 
from the entrance and output faces, twist of rhombs are 
the reasons of linear systematic errors. 
Table 1. Overall dimensions of the Fresnel rhomb made of 
K8 glass.
D0 = 2r0, 
mm*
l, mm h, mm L, mm
3 7.2 5.8 15.3
10 24.0 19.4 51.2
15 36.0 29.1 76.8
*Do is the diameter of laser light beam at the level I = Im/2.
Fig. 3. Wavelength dependence of max. The longwave 
limit of the region where the single Fresnel rhomb made of 
K8 glass can be utillized for the change of light ellipticity, 
marked by the vertical arrow.
Fig. 4. Phase retardation versus the wavelength for the double 
Fresnel rhomb. Vertical arrows limit the spectral region where 
the change of phase retardation angle is less than 0.5.
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Table 2. Parameters of the glass Fresnel romb.
ParameterMaterial
Glass BK7 Glass K8
Wavelength range, 
nm
 300 [16] 630 
Angle, degree 54.6 [10] 53.8
Angle tolerance, arc 
min
3 [10] 1 
Dimension 
tolerance, mm
0.1 [10] 0.1 
Parallelism 
tolerance, arc sec
<2 [9] <2 
Retardation error, 
degree
±2 [16] ±0.5
Antireflection, % 0.2 at the central 
wavelength [18]
0.5 at  = 
632.8 nm 
Deviation, degree ±0.5 [9] ±0.5 at λ = 
632.8 nm 
Max. peak power, 
MW/cm2
200 [19] 200
3.3.1. Incidence angle
According to the formula (3), the change of the 
incidence angle  causes a change in the retardation 
angle. As a result, there is a high sensitivity of the single 
Fresnel rhomb to deviation of the incidence angle (at the 
level of angular minutes) from the normal one [14]. It 
needs to be taken into account when using the single 
Fresnel rhomb to control the ellipticity of the real light 
beams, because they always something diverges. The 
double rhombi are less sensitive to variation of the 
incidence angle, as the increase of the incidence angle 
through two complete internal reflections in the first 
rhomb is compensated by decrease of him due to two 
complete internal reflections in the second rhomb. As a
result, the influence of incidence angle on the phase 
retardation value is eliminated. 
In the double rhomb, there always exists the 
probability of appearance of some angle between the 
planes of falling of rhomb, which must influence on the 
phase retardation angle value. At typical tolerances for 
the angle at the rhomb basis (angle ) and for rhomb 
mounting, the angle between output face of the first 
rhomb and entrance face of the second rhomb varies 
between 0.2 and 0.8. The difference in positions of 
planes of falling leads to error of the retardation angle
less than 0.002.  
3.3.2. Reflection from entrance and output faces
We can consider every rhomb as a Fabry-Perot etalon, if 
its entrance and output faces are rigorously parallel. The 
tolerances for parallelness of entrance and output faces 
as well as for the angle at the rhomb basis (Table 2) have 
the values that allow to neglect interference effects in the 
rhomb. The presence of antireflecting layers on the 
entrance and output faces also promotes to neglect these 
interference effects.
3.3.3. Influence of temperature
In the Fresnel rhomb, phase retardation depends on n12, 
and n12, in its turn, depends on temperature. In most 
of optically homogeneous media, the tempera-
ture dependence of n12 is not great. In particular, at 
room temperatures for K8 glass, for BK7 glass and for 
fused silica n12/dT equals 2.810-6/K [20], 2.410-6/K, 
11.910-6/K [22], respectively. For ZnSe, CdTe, KRS-5
at  = 10.6 m, n12/dT respectively equals 6110-6/K, 
10710-6/K, −9910-6/K [23]. According to these data 
for n12/dT, the change of rhomb temperature by ±10
produces the changes of n12 does not exceed unity in the 
third order after the decimal point. It means that the 
change of rhomb temperature does not practically 
influence on the phase retardation value. 
4. Rhomb calibration
The purpose of calibration consists in finding the table 
and/or analytical dependence of position for polarization 
plane on the output of the double Fresnel rhomb and 
change of light ellipticity on the output of single rhomb 
versus angular position of the polarization plane at their 
entrance. Typical block diagram for rhomb calibration is 
shown in Fig. 5. 
The testing stages of double Fresnel rhomb 
calibration are as follows. 
1) The light beam from a helium-neon laser is 
directed to photodetectors that check I0 and I, 
accordingly.
2) Polarizer is inserted. As light of the helium-neon 
laser is polarized, rotating the polarizer we find the 
position when I is maximal. Fix this angular position.
Fig. 5. Experimental setup for calibration of double (А) and 
single (B) Fresnel rhombi. 1 – He-Ne laser, 2 – coupler, 3 –
photodetector (photodiode FD-24K) that controls I0, 4 –
polarizer (Glan prism), 5 – double Fresnel rhomb, 6 – analyzer 
(Glan prism), 7 – photodetector (photodiode FD-24K) that 
controls I, 8 – single Fresnel rhomb.
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Fig. 6. Influence of the angle of turn for the double Fresnel 
rhomb on direction (a) and angular position of light 
polarization plane at the output from the double rhomb (b). W
is the datum to count the angle of turn for the double 
rhomb () and polarization plane (). Points indicate 
experimental data, the continuous line is an approximation by 
the formula  = 2. The wavelength − 632.8 nm. 
3) Analyzer is inserted. Rotating the analyzer, we 
find the position when I is maximal. The planes of 
polarization for polarizer and analyzer are parallel in this 
case. Fix this angular position of analyzer. 
4) Between polarizer and analyzer the double 
Fresnel rhomb is inserted. Rotating the double Fresnel 
rhomb, we find the position when I is maximal. In this 
case, the planes of light polarization at the output of 
analyzer, double Fresnel rhomb and analyzer are 
parallel. The determined in this way value W (Fig. 6a) of 
angular position for the double rhomb is accepted as the 
initial one. 
5) Rotating the double rhomb by some fixed angle 
 and rotating the analyzer, we find the value of the 
angle , after reaching which the signal of detector that 
fixes I is maximal. This angle  shows the angular 
position of polarization plane on the output of the double 
Fresnel rhomb. Repeating this procedure for the number 
of fixed angles , we obtain a tabular function that 
describes angular dependence of light polarization plane 
at the output of the double Fresnel rhomb versus the 
rotation angle for the double Fresnel rhomb (Fig. 6b, 
points). It is found that at the rotation of the double 
Fresnel rhomb by an angle  the plane of light 
polarization at the output from this double rhomb rotates 
in the opposite direction by the angle  = 2 (Fig. 6a). 
To find the angular position of polarization plane 
between points in this plot, approximation of this 
dependence by a straight line is carried out. It allows 
with a least-squares error less than 0.5 to assign the 
position of polarization plane at the output of the double 
Fresnel rhomb. The testing stages for calibration of the 
single Fresnel rhomb are as follows: the testing stages of 
calibration from the first to fifth points are analogous to 
those when calibrating the double Fresnel rhomb. 
6) The single Fresnel rhomb is inserted between the 
double Fresnel rhomb and analyzer. Adjust the Fresnel 
rhomb and find the maximal value I. In this case, the 
light beam that goes out of the single rhomb is linearly 
polarized and its polarization plane is parallel to the 
plane of polarization for the analyzer. 
7) Turn the double Fresnel rhomb by some fixed 
angle  and find the values of I and I0. Repeating this 
procedure, get the dependence of light transmission for 
this system versus the rotation angle of the double 
rhomb (Fig. 7а, points in curve 1). To approximate this 
dependence, let us use the generalized Malus law [15]
Fig. 7. Dependence of light transmission (а) and electric 
field (b) on the angle of turn () for the double Fresnel rhomb 
in the system: polarizer, double Fresnel rhomb and analyzer for 
the parallel (1) and perpendicular (2) orientation of polarization 
planes for polarizer and analyzer. Light polarization: l – linear, 
с – circular. 
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Fig. 8. Ellipticity of light that goes out from the single rhomb 
versus the rotation angle of the double Fresnel rhomb. 
      2cos1 2minmin
0
TT
T
T
, (4) 
where Т0 and Tmin are maximum and minimum values of 
the light transmission. 
8) Turn analyzer by 90 and measure the 
dependence T = I / I0 (Fig. 7а, points in curve 2) versus 
the rotation angle  of the double Fresnel rhomb and 
carry out approximation of it using the formula  
      2sin1 2minmin
0
TT
T
T
. (5)   
The electric field Е of an electromagnetic wave is 
square root of its intensity ( AIE  , where A is a 
constant). Taking advantage of the known values of I 
and I0 and extract the root square of I, find the 
dependence of Е on  (Fig. 7b). The dependence of the 
electric field Е at the initial position of analyzer (planes 
of polarization for the polarizer, double Fresnel rhomb 
and analyzer are parallel) describes the character of 
changes of the large axis of polarization ellipse on the 
rotation angle for the double Fresnel rhomb. The 
dependence of the electric field Е at 90 position of the 
analyzer (polarization plane of the analyzer is 
perpendicular to the planes of polarization for the 
polarizer and double Fresnel rhomb) describes the 
character of changes in minor axis of polarization ellipse 
on the rotation angle for the double Fresnel rhomb. The 
electric field ratio (more exactly, that for minor-to-large 
axes of the polarization ellipse) gives the value of the 
polarization light ellipticity (Fig. 8). At the rotation of 
the double Fresnel rhomb from  = 0 to  = 22.5, the 
ellipticity changes from 0 to 1. When  = 0, we have 
plane-polarized light and at  = 22.5 – circularly 
polarized light (Fig. 7) with clockwise rotation. At 
further rotation of the double Fresnel rhomb, linear 
polarization is realized at  = 90, and circular 
polarization at  = 112.5 with anticlockwise rotation. 
5. Conclusions
Performed in this work is the analysis of properties 
inherent to wave plates and Fresnel rhombi. It has been 
shown that the Fresnel rhomb should be preferably used 
to control light polarization of powerful laser sources 
that generate light in a wide spectral range. The technical 
parameters of the rhomb have been estimated. The 
calibration method for the single and double rhombi is 
analyzed. It should be noted that the Fresnel rhomb 
possesses high stability against the temperature, in 
respect of surrounding environment, errors of 
adjustment, variations of the wavelength; therefore, the 
Fresnel rhomb is used in polarimeters [13], including the 
facility intended for researches of magnetic fields and 
atmosphere of stars [11].
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